In English we will read and write:
performance poetry, balanced
arguments- can chocolate be
healthy? Persuasive writing in the
form of adverts and Charlie and the
Chocolate factory stories and film
reviews.

As scientists we will be learning
all about reversible and
irreversible changes. We will
explore how mixtures can be
separated through filtration and
evaporation. We will also be
looking at the effects of sugar on
human teeth.
In computing we will be developing
our knowledge of word, PowerPoint
and publisher. We will be designing
packaging and adverts for our new
food products and adding hyperlinks
and sound to Powerpoint for ‘sales
pitches’.
In RE we will be learning about
Buddhism and Sikhism.

In PHSE, we will look at the areas of
‘Relationships’ and ‘Changing me’.

In PE we will be creating indoor
circuits to measure our fitness
levels. We will also practising our
athletics skills ready for sports day.
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In History we will be learning about the
Mayans and their role in producing the first
chocolate drink. We will look at how the
Mayans lived and the empires that they
created. We will explore how chocolate came
to Europe and the journey it went on.
In Geography we will be using maps to
discover where cocoa beans grown and
where chocolate is imported from.

A cross curricular topic with a delicious
theme!
As artists we will be exploring Andy
Warhol’s ‘pop art’. We will be looking at
examples of his work and other similar
artists. We will use a range of techniques
to emulate his work, including collage,
painting and printing to create our own
chocolate packaging.

As designers we are going to produce
and package ‘Wonka’ chocolate treats
and healthy ‘Wonka’ alternatives.

As Musicians we will be looking at the
effect of music in advertising. We will be
focusing on the Cadbury’s adverts,
looking at iconic music and the gorilla
advert. We will produce our own music
for our product’s advertising.
In French we will be learning French by
understanding new vocabulary, developing
pronunciation by speaking in sentences
and understanding the grammar used in
the different language.

